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• Protection: Features two fully lined and 
padded main compartments, suitable for 
laptops of up to 15.6in. Its soft cushioned 
pocket can �t a tablet or other small 
electronic devices 

• Organization: Four lateral pockets, two with 
zippers, provide additional storage space. The 
interior features a multifunctional organizer 
with dedicated pockets to keep stationery 
items safe and organized, and one zippered 
pocket for smaller electronics

• Convenience and comfort: Sturdy and 
lightweight design, with an integrated ultra 
padded handle and back panel. Its adjustable 
shoulder straps allow to carry the backpack 
easily on your back. It also features a 
removable key clip to carry your keys around 
safely

• Material: Made of highly-durable protective 
nylon, with metal pullers and high quality 
lining 

• Warranty: 1 year

Elaborated to withstand the challenges of your 
everyday activities, the KNB-426 laptop backpack 
from KlipXtreme proves to be functional and stylish 
at the same time. Featuring two spacious main 
compartments, this backpack perfectly accommo-
dates a 15.6in laptop along with your tablet, 
documents and all those essentials you may need 
for the journey. The multifunctional interior 
organizer and zippered pocket keep your 
belongings safe and easily accessible. The four side 
pockets, two with zippers, provide additional 
storage space, and the removable key clip allows 
you to conveniently carry your keys without the 
fear of losing them. This backpack combines metal 
pullers, an ultra padded integrated handle and 
adjustable shoulder straps with an ergonomically 
padded back panel, which make it excellent for 
everyday usage.

The ideal companion to 
get you through the day

Highlights

For laptops
of up to 15.6”

15.6

Max load
33lb

15
kg

Ultra padded 
back panel and
shoulder straps

Two main
compartments

Multiple pockets
& utility zippered

pocket  

Technical speci�cations

Fits laptops of up to
Number of main compartments
Accessory pockets (exterior)
Accessory pockets (interior)

Back padding 
Material

Special feature
Dimensions
Exterior
Laptop compartment
Max weight supported (using 
shoulder straps)
Weight
 
Warranty

Up to 15.6 inches
2
Two zippered pockets + two pockets
One laptop compartment and multiple pockets / 
One zippered pocket + 3 internal pockets
Yes
Exterior: 100% 1200-denier nylon  
Lining: 100% 600-denier nylon
Ultra padded handle / Removable key chain
 
15.3x11.4x4.3in     
12x11x1in      
33lb   

1lb  
 
One year


